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(Received 12 December 1988; revised manuscript received 16 July 1990)
Exact and asymptotic solutions to a linear rate equation for fragmentation with mass loss are
presented. Solutions for spatially discrete random bond annihilation illustrate the mutual exclusive-
ness of the fragmentation and recession terms in the rate equation. Exact solutions for deterministic
equal fragment recession show that continuous mass loss between fragmentation events can be ap-
proximated by discrete mass loss during fragmentation events when this mass loss is small. Evi-
dence that continuous and discrete mass loss preclude shattering mass loss, the loss of mass to zero-
mass particles due to runaway fragmentation, is presented. General asymptotic scaling forms, gen-
eral solutions reAecting arbitrary initial conditions, and explicit scaling solutions are derived.
I. INTRODUCTION
The physics of fragmentation for mass-conserving sys-
tems has attracted recent attention. Dynamic scaling re-
lations have been derived explicitly for random scission
of one-dimensional chains' and have been shown to exist
for general scission processes. Scission rates which
diverge in the limit of small particles yield "shattering, "
runaway fragmentation producing unexpected loss of
mass to zero-mass particles. Random scission concepts
grew out of polymer breakup applications and agree with
experimental data on comminution (grinding).
Physical systems which do not conserve solid mass
during fragmentation abound. Oxidation, melting, sub-
limation, and dissolution cause the exposed surface of a
porous solid particle to recede continuously, eventually
leading to total loss of the solid mass of the particle. This
surface recession can widen the pores of a solid, causing
loss of connectivity and fragmentation as the pores fuse
[Fig. 1(a)—1(c)]. Thus, instead of requiring a mechanism
for discrete cutting events as for random scission, this
fragmentation arises from the continuous process of sur-
face recession; when surface recession removes the last
link between two or more pieces, a mass-conserving frag-
mentation event occurs. Experiments indicate that hun-
dreds of such fragmentation events can occur during the
oxidation of a single coal-char particle.
Systems also exist for which mass loss is discrete. For
a reactive solid containing isolated explosive regions,
non-mass-conserving explosive fragmentation events
punctuate the continuous surface recession process [Fig.
1(d)—1(f)]. These fragmentation events arise from the ex-
pansion of the gases created from the (effectively instan-
taneous) reaction of the solid mass of explosive regions,
rather than the loss of connectivity due to continuous
surface recession. A heterogeneous reactive solid with
two nonexplosive phases, one of which reacts much faster
than the other, also yields effectively discrete mass loss
when the fast phase reacts and causes loss of connectivity
of the solid.
This paper extends the theory of linear fragmentation
with mass loss by deriving general asymptotic scaling
forms and exact solutions. Solutions for random, deter-
ministic, and spatially discrete systems illustrate a spec-
trum of applications of the theory, and illuminate the na-
ture of dynamic scaling. Conditions for "shattering"
mass loss to zero-mass particles due to runaway fragmen-
tation are discussed. Although applications to surface re-
cession processes are most apparent to us, the theory nev-
ertheless applies unchanged to general phenomena in
which the removal of solid mass leads to fragmentation,
whether the mass is removed from the surface or from
the interior of the object. Simulations for surface mass
removal have been performed by Sahimi and Tsotsis.
In Sec. II, a particle current relevant to the linear rate
equation for fragmentation with mass loss is introduced,
and a correspondence with the equations for (mass-
conserving) polymer breakup is made. One-dimensional
discrete-space problems including random scission and
random bond annihilation are studied in Sec. III. A
deterministic equal-fragment recession problem is defined
in Sec. IV and solved exactly for both continuous and
discrete mass loss. Asymptotic dynamic scaling solu-
tions, explicit solutions, and shattering are discussed in
Sec. V. Finally, conclusions and future directions are
outlined in Sec. VI.
II. RATE EQUATION
The rate equation for linear fragmentation with mass
loss,
Bn(x, t) = —a(x)n(x, t)+ f a(y)b(x~y)n(y, t)dyooai X
+ [c (x)n(x, t)],
involves a particle mass distribution n (x, t), a fragmenta-
tion rate a (x), a distribution b( ~yx) of particle masses x
spawned by the fragmentation of a particle of mass y, and
a continuous mass loss rate c (x), defined so that
c ( m (t) ) = —dm /dt for a particle of time-dependent mass
m(t). The terms on the right side of Eq. (1) describe,
from left to right, the reduction in the number of parti-
cles in the mass range [x:x +dx] due to the fragmenta-
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m, (t+e) m& (t+e)
Fig. 1(d)—1(f). Fragmentation regimes associated with
the continuous-loss fraction A,, defined as the fraction of
a particle's mass lost continuously during its lifetime (see
Fig. 1 caption) are discussed in Ref. 6.
The average number of fragments resulting from the
fragmentation of a particle of mass y is
f b(xly)dx=&(y) . (3)0
Binary fragmentation [Ã(y)=2] requires the symmetry
condition b(xly)=b(y —xly). The linearity of Eq. (1)
rejects the regularity of the continuous and discrete loss
processes; other fragmentation processes caused by re-
peated collisions between particles require a nonlinear
rate equation. The mass-loss term [last term in Eq. (1)]
has been used previously to describe evaporation in the
context of aerosol coagulation.
To justify Eq. (1) in the absence of fragmentation and
to identify the particle current, it is useful to follow a
group of particles subject to continuous mass loss. By
definition, the number of particles in the mass range
[x:x+dx] at time t is n(x, t)dx. After a time dt, the
mass range of this same group of particles is
[x —c (x )dt:x +dx —c (x +dx )dt]
tion of particles in the same range, the increase in the
number of particles in the range due to fragmentation of
larger particles, and the change in the number of parti-
cles in the range due to continuous mass loss. To allow
for discrete mass loss, we normalize b (x l y ) according to
f xb(xly )dk =[1—A, (y)]y,0 (2)
where the left side gives the total mass of fragments
spawned by an average fragmentation event, and the
right side gives the parent particle mass y just before frag-
mentation reduced by the average mass A, (y)y lost at the
instant of fragmentation, where 0 ~ A, (y) ~ 1. The average
is over many fragmentation events of the type shown in
FIG. 1. Two-dimensional schematic representation of frag-
mentation with continuous mass loss (a) —(c) and with continu-
ous and discrete mass loss (d) —(f). A porous homogeneous par-
ticle shown at (a) time t =0 (b) time t —e just before fragmenta-
tion, and (c) time t + e just after fragmentation as the particle
falls apart, where e is an infinitesimal time. A two-phase hetero-
geneous particle with inclusions of an explosive (heavily shaded)
phase (d) initially, (e) just before fragmentation, and (f) just after
fragmentation illustrates how continuous mass loss exposes and
ignites an explosive inclusion at time t, causing fragmentation
due to the violence of the explosion. For both cases, the
continuous-mass-loss fraction A,,= [m (0)—m ( t —e) ] /m (0)
measures the fractional loss in the (parent) particle mass that
occurs before fragmentation and the discrete mass loss fraction
A, =[m(t —e) —m~(t+e) —mz(t+a)]/m(t —e) measures the
fractional loss in the overall mass that occurs during fragmenta-
tion, where m&(t+e) and m, (t+e) are the masses of the
daughter particles produced by the fragmentation event. For
case (d) —(f), the loss of the mass of the large inclusion during
fragmentation renders the fragmentation event non-mass-
conserving so that A,WO.
=[x —c (x)dt:x c(x)—dt+dx [1 c'(x)dt—]],
where the equality is valid to first order in dx. Neglect-
ing fragmentation, the number of particles in the group
cannot change, so that
n(x, t)dx =n(x c(x)dt, t+dt —)[1 c'(x)dt]dx—.
Since, to first order in dt,
n(x c(x)dt,—t +dt )
(4)
dn(x, t) d dn(x, t) d
ax at
and the corresponding normalization
f xb(xly)dx=y0 (6)
follow from Eqs. (1) and (2) by setting c(x)=0 and
iL(y) =0. For binary fragmentation, this equation is
equivalent to the equation used to study polymer break-
up, '
we can rewrite Eq. (4) as
r)n (x, t) t)+ [—c(x)n(x, t)]=0 .Bt Bx
This equation verifies Eq. (1) in the absence of fragmenta-
tion and expresses conservation of particles, with a parti-
cle "current" —c(x)n(x, t) giving the overall fractional
rate of change of mass for particles of mass x. A deriva-
tion of Eq. (1) including fragmentation is given in Ref. 6.
The familiar equation for mass-conserving fragmenta-
tion, '
r)n(x, t)
a(x)n(x, t)—+ f a (y)b(xly)n(y, t)dy,ooBt X
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III. DISCRETE-SPACE SOLUTIONS
IN ONE DIMENSION
It is instructive to apply discrete-space continuous-
time versions of Eqs. (1), (2), and (3),
dn, (t)
dt
a„—n„(t)+ g a b„~~n~(t)
+c +,n„+,(t) —c„n„(t), (7)




to simple one-dimensional fragmentation processes.
Here, n„(t) denotes the number of particles of length
(mass) x at time t, with x restricted to positive integer
values. Values of y&, xI, and xI, are chosen below to cor-
respond to various discrete binary processes with JV =2.
For "random scission" in one dimension, an initially
infinite chain is subject to mass-conserving random cut-
ting events only at integer positions along the chain,
called "junctions. " Correspondingly, the length of a
daughter chain resulting from the fragmentation of a
parent chain of length y must satisfy 1 ~ x ~y —1, so that
x+1. Since the scission is
random, all unbroken junctions are equally likely to
break, so the fragmentation rate for a parent chain of
length y is the number of unbroken junctions in the
chain, a =y —1, and b„~ is independent of x over the
relevant range of x. With b
~~
=2/(y —1) following from
Eq. (9) and with no mass loss (c„=0),Eq. (7) takes the fa-
miliar form'
d7lX oo
= —(x —1 )n +2 g ndt (10)
As expected, Eq. (8) implies that mass is conserved;
A, =0.
An important one-dimensional discrete process, similar
to random scission, but which does not conserve mass, is
"random bond annihilation". A "bond" is a unit line seg-
ment joining two adjacent integer values of x, so that an-
nihilation (removal) of a bond implies a unit reduction in
the overall mass. Here, bonds can be randomly annihilat-
ed at the chain surface (at one of the two end bonds of a
continuous chain} or anywhere within the chain interior
with equal probability. The surface recession terms [the
last two terms in Eq. (7)] are unnecessary if annihilation
r}n (x, t)
—n (x, t) f F(y, x —y)dyBt ' o
+2f n (y, t)F(x,y —x)dy,
where F(x,y —x)=a(y)b(x~y)/2 is the rate at which
particles of mass y break into two particles of mass x and
y —x, and f~~b(x ~y)dx =2.
of any bond, including a surface bond, is deemed a frag-
mentation event. In this case, the fragmentation rate is
the length of the chain, a =y, and the possible daughter
lengths satisfy 0 x y —1. Correspondingly, we obtain
x, =0, x„=y —1, y, =x+1, bxly 2/y, and ~ =0, leav-
ing
d7lX oo
xn —+2 g n
y =x+1
which diFers from Eq. (10) by a single term. Equation (8)
supplies the expected discrete loss fraction, A, = 1/y.
For a more natural approach to random annihilation in
one dimension, the surface recession terms can describe
annihilation of surface bonds while the fragmentation
terms describe only the annihilation of interior bonds.
The continuous-mass-loss rate c =2 accounts for the an-
nihilation of (two) end bonds on a parent chain of length
y, while the fragmentation rate ay =y —2 accounts for the
annihilation of interior bonds, with possible daughter
chain lengths satisfying 1 ~x &y —2. According, xI =1,
x& =y —2, and ye=x+2. Since random interior-bond
annihilation always leads to fragmentation into two
smaller chains (JV =2), Eq. (9) implies the x-independent
distribution b„~ =2/(y —2), Eq. (8) supplies the expected
value X =1/y, and Eq. (7) yields Eq. (11). Thus, this ap-
proach constitutes a specific confirmation of Eq. (1) in-
volving both continuous and discrete mass loss. The
solution n (t)=(1—e ') e "' of Eq. (11) and correspon-
dences with one-dimensional bond percolation are dis-
cussed in Ref. 6.
The two approaches to random annihilation illustrate
the mutual exclusiveness of the fragmentation and
surface-recession terms in Eq. (1). In each approach, an-
nihilation events are described by either the fragmenta-
tion or the surface-recession term, but not both. Note
that the surface-recession term cannot describe interior
bond annihilation, since the annihilation of an interior
bond in a one-dimensional chain always leads to fragmen-
tation.
IV. EQUAL-FRAGMENT RECESSION
A spatially continuous deterministic "equal-fragment
recession" process with discrete mass loss yields exact
solutions. At time T, a particle of initial mass mo breaks
into a fixed number Ni =A' of fragments each of equal
mass m, = (1—A, )mo/A; where I, is the fixed discrete loss
fraction. At time 2T, each of these fragments breaks into
JV subfragments each of mass m2=(1 —X)mi/A; for a
total of N2 =A' subfragments. Continuing similarly, the
recurrence relations m, +i =vm, . [with v=(1 —A, )/JV] and
N;+, =A'N, yield the useful relations m; =v'm o and
N; =A".
Since there is no continuous mass loss between frag-
mentation events for equal-fragment recession, the num-
ber and the individual masses of particles present at time
t are piecewise uniform and can be written as
N(t) =g,. Oil,.(t)N; and m (t) =g, og,.(t)m, , where(t)=1 for iT&t &(.i+1)T, and q,.(t)=0 otherwise.
The function g, ( t } can be described by the step function
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B(t) as ri;(t)=e(t i—T) —e(t —(i +1)T). The re-
currence relations require each daughter spawned by a
parent particle of mass y to have mass x =vy. The corre-
sponding b(x~y)=A'5(x —vy) satisfies Eqs. (2) and (3)
with A.(y) =A. and JV(y) =JV. The quantity a (x)dt is
defined as the fraction of particles of mass x that undergo
fragmentation in time dt. Consequently, since all parti-
cles of a particular size undergo fragmentation at the
same time for this deterministic process (rather than at
different times for randomized processes involving en-
sembles of particles, Sec. V), a (x)dt = 1 if dt encloses the
time of a fragmentation event and a (x)dt =0 otherwise.
The proposed solution n (x, t) =N(t)5(x —m (t)) is
verified by substitution into Eq. (1) [with c (x) =0];
dn (x, t) = —[a (x)dt]n(x, t)+ J [a (y)dt][JV5(x —vy )]n(y, t)dy
= —[a (x)dt ]n (x, t) + (JV/v)[a (x Iv)dt ]n (x /v, t ) . (12)
If dt does not enclose a fragmentation event, the left side of Eq. (12) vanishes due to the constancy of N(t) and m (t),
and the right side vanishes because a (x)dt =0. Between t =iT dt /2 a—nd t =iT+dt l2, the time interval dt encloses a
fragmentation event and Eq. (12) becomes
n ( x, i T+dt /2 ) —n ( x, i T dt /2 ) =— n(x, i T d—t /2 ) —+ (A'/v )n (x Iv, i T dt /2 )—. (13)
The recurrence relations imply that
n (x Iv, i T d t /2 ) =—N(i T dt /2 )5—(x Iv —m (i T d t /2 —) )
=JV 'N, 5(x/v —m;Iv)
= (v/JV)n (x, i T+dt /2),
hence n (x, t) =N(t)5(x —m(t)) is an exact solution.
Equal-fragment recession can also be solved exactly for
mass-conserving fragmentation events. In this case, the
loss fraction A. is removed continuously between frag-
mentation events, and the particle mass m (t)
og, ( t)m, [1—A, (t —i T ) /T] is piecewise linear. In
this way, A, is a "continuous-loss fraction, " the fraction of
the initial mass of a particle lost continuously during its
lifetime. Clearly, m (t) agrees with the previous form just
after fragmentation events, and N(t) =g; or};(t)N, is the
same as before. The form of b(x~y)=JV5(x —y/JV) [con-
sistent with Eqs. (2) and (3)] rejects the conservation of
mass at fragmentation events. Although a (x) is the same
as before, c(x)=c(m(t)) now gives the continuous-
mass-loss rate between fragmentation events of a particle
of mass m (t), so that c(m (t))= —[dm(t)ldt]», z-
=(A, /T)g, Oil;(t)m, . Evidently, c(x) is independent of
x between fragmentation events (for t&iT) rejecting the
determinisitic process under consideration. The pro-
posed solution n (x, t)=N(t)5(x —m(t)) differs from be-
fore only in the form of m(t) Between .fragmentation
events, the fragmentation terms play no role as before,
dN/dt =0, and Eq. (1) becomes
N(t) 5(x —m(t)) = — N(t) 5(x —m(t)),8 dm (t)Bt dt Bx
thus verifying the solution between fragmentation events.
At fragmentation events, noting that m (i T dt12)—
=JVm(iT+dtl2) and that c(m(iT))=0, the analysis
proceeds much as before and verifies the solution.
Thus, our exact forms for n (x, t) for equal-fragment re-
cession with discrete and continuous mass loss each satis-
fy the rate equation and agree with each other just after
fragmentation events. Accordingly, we observe that
problems with continuous mass loss and mass-conserving
fragmentation events can be well approximated by ascrib-
ing all the mass loss to discrete fragmentation events as
long as the relevant loss fractions are small.
A deterministic "unequal-fragment" binary recession
process leads to a distribution of particle masses. The
unequal-fragment process requires, during each time in-
terval T, that a particle of initial mass m lose a mass A,m
to surface recession. After an elapsed time T, the particle
breaks into two particles of masses g(1 —A, ) /m2 and
(1 —g)(1 —A, )m /2, with 0 ( g & 1. Although binomial
coefficients help to provide exact solutions to this pro-
cess, they fail to further illuminate the physics of frag-
mentation with mass loss.
V. SCALING
It is instructive to study scaling for the general power
law forms a(x)=&x and c(x)=cxr. For the study, it is
convenient to use dimensionless variables. By choosing
an arbitrary mass scale x, we define dimensionless
(primed) variables by the relations x =xx',
t=(ax ) 't'=tt', a(x)=t 'a'(x'), b(x~y)
=x 'b'(x ly ), c(x)=xt 'c'(x'), n(x, t)=n(xx', tt')
=x 'n'(x', t'), A, (y)=A, '(y'), and JV(y)=JV'(y'). Substi-
tuting these relations leaves Eqs. (1)—(3) unchanged ex-
cept that all variables are primed. By henceforth drop-
ping the primes and treating all quantities as dimension-
less, we can use Eqs. (1)—(3) with a (x)=x and
c (x ) =ex r, where the dimensionless ratio
e =(c /a )x ~ governs the importance of continuous
mass loss relative to fragmentation.
The mass-loss exponent y governs the lifetime T, of a
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+e [x +'n(x, t)],
x
(14)
with a simpler form for e=c/&. By definition, b(x~y)dx
is the probability that one of the daughters from a parent
of mass y has mass between x and x+dx. Defining the
daughter fraction as r =x/y, this probability reduces to
b(x~y)dx =h(x/y)dx /y =h (r)dr, the probability of
finding a daughter fraction between r and r +dr. Thus,
h (r) is the distribution of daughter fractions. That this
distribution is independent of the parent mass reAects the
essence of scaling. The normalization condition [Eq. (2)]
and Eq. (3) now take the simpler forms
1f rh(r)dr =1—X (15)0
f h(r)dr =IV, (16)
with a y-independent average discrete loss fraction A, and
average number of fragments JV. Thus, the scaling re-
gime is a set of conditions under which all physical prop-
erties are scale invariant: the particle mass distribution,
apart from trivial spatial rescaling, looks the same at all
times.
To determine the conditions necessary for runaway
fragmentation, or "shattering, " we define the moments
M&(t)= f 0 x "n(x, t)dx and L„=fOr"h (r)dr These al-.
low us to write the pth moment of Eq. (14) as
M„=—(1 L„+pe)M„~— (17)
where the overdot signifies a time derivative and
ex&+ +'n(x, t)~0 =0. The rate of change of the total
mass of the system is given by Eq. (17) with p= 1. Setting
p = 1+5 with positive 5~0, using the first-order expan-
sion L, +t, =L, hE with E=—(dL„/dp)„, &0, and
using Eq. (15), we obtain
M
& ~ t = ( A + ) eM~~ g ~ & 5( K +e )M ~ ~g ~ & (18)
The first term on the right side gives the expected
discrete and continuous loss rates. The second term gives
particle subject to surface recession in the absence of
fragmentation. The equation c(m(t)) =em r(t)
= —dm ( t) /dt yields the time-dependent mass of a parti-
cle of initial mass mo,
m(t)=mo[l+e(y —1)m( 't]
Thus, y ( 1 requires that the mass vanish in a finite parti-
cle lifetime T, =e '(1 —y ) 'm o r, y = 1 gives an ex-
ponential decay m(t)=moe ", and y) 1 gives an mo-
independent power-law decay at long times
m (t)=[e(y —1)t] ' 'r ". Infinite particle lifetimes for
y ) 1 reflect the small mass-loss rates c (x)=ex r for small
particle masses x.
The relation y =o, + 1 and the restricted form
b(xly)= h(x/y)/y yield a scale-invariant form of Eq.
(1),
an(x, t) = —x n(x, t)+ I y 'h(x/y)n(y, t)dyBt
shattering mass loss if M, +~+ diverges as 1/5 or faster.
Setting p= 1 —a in Eq. (17) yields a second useful equa-
tion,
Mi = —[1 L,—+(1—a)e]Mi . (19)
For A. =@=0, assuming no shattering mass loss in Eq.
(18) implies that M, =const. Since L„&1 —A, for p) 1
[by definition and by Eq. (15)],Eq. (19) implies that M,
vanishes at a finite time only for a &0. That n (x, t) con-
sequently vanishes at a finite time contradicts the as-
sumption that shattering mass loss is absent. Thus, a (0
implies shattering for fragmentation presumably absent
of mass loss, with a time-dependent total mass obeying
Mi+&= —AI(Mi+&+ as 6~0. The shattering mass
loss is due to runaway fragmentation, a cascade of frag-
mentation events which reduces finite-mass particles to
infinite numbers of zero-mass particles in a finite time.
For fragmentation with mass loss (with A.XO and/or
eAO), we have found no contradiction of the assumption
that shattering mass loss is absent. By Eq. (18), any
shattering mass loss would be negligible compared to
discrete and/or continuous mass loss since the second
term vanishes as 6 or faster relative to the first, so that
M, = (A, +e)M—,i (20)
6f(k)+a 'kf'(k)= Pf(k)—
+ f q 'h(g/rt)f(rl)drt
+ d [P+'f(k)l (22)
where g=xt' is the scaling variable. Although Eq. (14) is
scale invariant, solutions to Eq. (14) are not necessarily
scale invariant, in contrast with Eq. (22). Defining the
pth moment of the scaling function as p„=f o Pf(g)dg,
Eq. (20) reduces to
M, = (A+e)t ' 'p— (23)
For h (r) =2, Eq. (22) yields the asymptotic form
f(()=g ~ for large g, with g in the range 1&/ —a&2
for Oo )e) 0. Since h(r)=2@ '(@+2)(1—r") with p&0
behaves similarly, we infer that finite e violates scaling
generally at large g. For e~ oo, separation of variables in
Eq. (14) yields a general solution for continuous mass loss
in the absence of fragmentation,
n(x t) =x ' J A(co)exp(cue 'a 'x )e 'de,
which violates scaling entirely. Setting e=O in Eq. (22)
gives an equation for fragmentation with discrete mass
loss only, which yields explicit scaling solutions and gen-
Thus, even though runaway fragmentation occurs for
o &0 and a &0 (Ref. 6), we expect that discrete and con-
tinuous mass loss account for all mass loss and precludes
the mass loss normally associated with shattering.
To study scaling for a & 0, it is helpful to substitute the
scale-invariant "scaling" form
n(x, t)=t f(xt') (21)
with z =1/a into Eq. (14),
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eral asymptotic scaling forms (below). In conclusion, we
generally expect scaling for a) 0 and g&g, (e), where
g, ~ cc as e~O and g, —+0 as e—+ cc.
We now derive universal asymptotic forms of the scal-
ing function for a )0 by generalizing methods developed
for mass-conserving fragmentation. We can use the
definition of p„ to write M„=I0"xn (x, t)dx
=t '"+"p„. Likewise, rewriting Eq. (17) yields
5 —()M+ 1)/a
Lp Ep 1
For the general power-law decay h (r) —r for small r, L
diverges for p&p, = —1 —v. Consequently, for p ap-
proaching (M, from above, Eq. (24) yields, to lending or-
der,
n(x, t)=t exp( —x t) (27)
This solution agrees with the asymptotic scaling forms,
Eqs. (25) and (26), with v=O. It also gives the explicit
value 5a =2(1—A, ) & 2 relevant to mass loss.
The general solution of Eq. (14) can also be found for
the problem just discussed;
n (x, t) =exp( x t ) —f /I (s)(1+t /s ) "0
Explicit solutions follow by generalizing results for
mass-conserving fragmentation. ' For an intrinsically
discrete loss process (e=O) with a uniform distribution
h (r)=2(1 —X) satisfying Eq. (15), Eq. (22) yields the ex-
act scaling solution 5=2( 1 —1, ) /a and f ( g ) =exp( —P )
for all g, so that
Pp, +p„=L„—f r"h (r)dr"5—p, +1 /a 0
for finite e. Since only small arguments are relevant to
this integral, f (g) and h (r) share the same behavior (see
definition of p„), so the resulting small-g asymptotic form
f(g)- g' (25)
is independent of e. Although forms of h (r) that vanish
below some small finite cutoff r0 could also be considered,
the applications of interest to us require the power-law
decay.
To identify a large-g universal scaling form, we substi-
tute(M= ja into Eq. (24) to find
j+z —5
P ll '=i 1 'L + ~ Pja
With the general form h (r)=h (I)+O((1—r~)) near
r =1, we obtain L =h (1)/(ja+1) for large j. With
e=O, the I, dependence of p; follows as
p, — (1i z+—5)I (i+z)/I (i+z —zh(1))
and Sterling's formula yields
( )z [@+h( 1 )+ ) ]—S—i/2 —(zzp
For h(r)=2 and e=O, the known exact solution
f'""'(g)=exp( —g ) yields
pexact —z I (pz +2 ) (pz )Pz+z —1/2& —) zP
Consequently,
exactI p Pp+ h (1)—6a
Xexp( —sx )ds, (28)
X f y 'n(y, t)dy .
With a=2a/(v+2), this equation corresponds to the
equation for uniform distribution h (r) =2(1—A, ) dis-
cussed above. Consequently, Eqs. (27) and (28) immedi-
ately yield the scaling solution
n(x t)=x t' + "' ' exp( x~t)—
and the general solution
n(x, t)=x exp( —x t)
X f "a(s)(1+t/s)'+'"'-""
X exp( —sx )ds .
The corresponding scaling quantities 5= ( v+ 2)( 1
—A, )/a —v/a and f(g) =@exp( —g ) agree with the
large- and small-g scaling forms, Eqs. (25) and (26).
Alternate scaling forms of n (x, t) are sometimes useful.
The form
where A (s) refiects arbitrary initial conditions. This
solution approaches the scaling solution [Eq. (27)] for
large t (apart from an overall constant factor), as expect-
ed.
Solutions for the power-law distribution
h (r) =(v+2)(1 —A, )r with v) —2 and e=O follow from
the transformation x=x /'+ ' and n(x, t)=x n(x, t).
Substituting these relations into Eq. (14) yields
Bn (x, t) = —x n (x, t)+2(1 —A, )
Bt
implies the large-g & g, asymptotic form n (x, t) =x F(xt') (29)
gh(1) —saexp( ga) (26)
for e=O. Since the derivation requires small eja com-
pared to 1 —L, the moments with j~~ which dom-
inate f (g) as g~ co violate Eq. (26) for finite E, refiecting
the violation of scaling at large g. However, for small e,
moments with large j &j,=(ea) satisfy vaja & 1 L~ . —
Equation (26) is therefore expected to apply for small e
and large g & g„with g, ~ tx) as e~O.
n (x, t)=t x'g(xt'), (30)
where co=5+vz, ~=v, and g(g)-g f(g)~const as
g'~0 [see Eq. (25)].
follows from the scaling relation a= 1/z, Eq. (21), and
the definition F(g)=g f(g). This form is analogous to
the scaling hypothesis for percolation. When h(r)-r
for small r, we can write
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VI. CONCLUSIONS rate equation with experiments. For this purpose, it may
be useful to study more complicated forms of h (r).
We have expanded the theory of linear fragmentation
with mass loss by finding solutions for random, deter-
ministic, and spatially discrete systems, and by deriving
asymptotic scaling forms. We are in the process of ob-
taining numerical solutions to determine the behavior of
the system in regimes which are intractible analytically.
It would also be useful to compare the predictions of the
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